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The SoftwareMinute
New ways to leverage ITassets in a connected world.

A quicker way to extend existing systems to the Web.  VisualAge® for
Java™ is the first enterprise-aware, incremental-compile application
development environment you
can buy. Extends existing server
data and apps to Java clients
anywhere without rewriting
existing code. Underline “without
rewriting.” InfoWorld (4/7/97)
called it “the best visual designer
on the planet.” But you can get a copy and make up your own
mind at www.software.ibm.com/vajava

New eNetwork™ Communications Suite brings together enterprise-class
communication infrastructure with leading communications clients. 
(As in PCOMM, the most widely used emulator; Lotus® Notes Mail®;
FTP 32-bit TCP/IP protocol stacks; Netscape Navigator browser;
and more.) Comm Suite delivers access and single-source 
support to virtually any desktop, over any network, with the 
same reliability you have in your enterprise network. Visit
www.software.ibm.com/ecs for complete eval kit.

This free Java courseware on the Web is getting a ton of hits. 
From fundamentals (What is Java?) to business cases (How do we
put it to work?) to resources for developers (How can I improve my
skills?), you’ll find most of what you’re looking for in one place at
www.ibm.com/java. Along with new product highlights from IBM,
Sun, and others.

The data mart without the wait.  Visual Warehouse™ for Windows NT™
can be up and running in days, not months. It connects all leading
databases on the back end and runs your favorite query software
up front. The “middleware,” including DB2® for Windows NT, 
is integrated right out of the box, saving techs months of work.
Cost savings versus most competitive products are equally
dramatic. Hit www.software.ibm.com/vwinfo for proof.

Hello.We hope you find|

these bits helpful. Look for news 

in this space every month. And 

for the full A-to-Z, anytime, click

www.software.ibm.com
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